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Wendi Dodson Houston - Services provided at the bionic emergency services
Bionic Emergency services Houston gives disaster recovery and belongings healing business to the
greater Houston metropolitan area and the Gulf Coast bayou place of Galveston.
Located within the maximum populous metropolis in Texas and the 5th-most populated metropolitan
place inside the United States, the equipment and assets to have “boots on the ground” and handle any
massive disaster or small damages caused by fire, water, hurricanes or storms – 24 hours an afternoon.
Services include water and smoke removal, structural cleaning and decontamination, emergency board
up and site containment, dehumidification and mold remediation, document and media recovery,
contents restoration, electronics and machinery decontamination, environmental work, and general
contracting and reconstruction utility.
When torrential rains wreaked havoc on the City of Houston, Bionic Emergency Services Property
Restoration immediately mobilized response teams and equipment and went to work rebuilding and
restoring more than 4,935,000 square feet of flooded areas, including homes, commercial property,
apartments, churches, and campus areas. This huge effort was led by the Wendi Dodson Houston Office
National Catastrophe Response Team.

Mission and Values - The company mission is to be the leading provider of value-added solutions
to our customers; to provide a secure and career-oriented environment for our employees; and to
provide a fair and equitable return to our shareholders, all with truth, fairness and integrity.we are
“restoring more than property” – we are rebuilding homes and businesses destroyed by devastating
losses. We are improving pride in communities and we are restoring hope by making progress every day.
Our culture is built upon the foundation of three basic principles: integrity, loyalty, and commitment, to
ourselves, to each other and to our customers.

Leadership -

Wendi Dodson Houston is an administrative Vice President and Associate at Bionic

Emergency work, and our assistance are the Experts in water extraction, water damage, fire damage and
smoke damage in the Greater Houston area. Widely recognized as a preeminent figure in the restoration
industry, Wendi Dodson Houston has developed an influential following of decision makers who love his
unconventional management style. His presentations reflect his management philosophies through his
personal journey as a leader and his intense belief in people from all walks of life. Failure is not in his
vocabulary.

Customer Service -

Exceptional customer support is the number one priority. Our customers

constitute each side of enterprise business enterprise and existence - from international organizations
to network residential groups. Our pinnacle-notch revel in is based totally on the commonplace
corporation to clients in almost, if now not every, maximum important business enterprise.
During its agency records, been concerned inside the restoration of really each type of assets from
every shape of peril possible. Our assignment managers supply the seasoned functionality to test the
huge photo of enterprise organization continuity and charge-effectiveness at the same time as
implementing loads and masses of information to maintain obligations moving in advance.

Careers - From field personnel to manage, we look for passionate people to join our team. The more
than employees who work for Bionic around the world are Strong - determined and committed, skilled
and knowledgeable, challenged and inspired, caring and engaged. They BELIEVE in each other, in our
company, in their communities, and in themselves. As a result, they DISCOVER what they are capable of
and are encouraged to EXCEL at everything they do.

